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2002-02 Ray Hosler Now in its third edition,
Bay Area Bike Rides has proven an invaluable
resource to bike riders throughout the San
Francisco Bay Area. A collection of 51 scenic
and exhilarating rides in the Bay Area-updated
with 13 new rides, additional images, and all in
a more compact and portable size-Bay Area
Bike Rides offers superbly detailed maps, handy
mileage logs, and thorough descriptions of the
terrain and points of interest along each trail.
Magnificent ocean views, stately redwood
forests, and numerous public parks and
recreation sites make the San Francisco Bay
Area a bicyclists dream. Everyone from
beginners to experienced cyclists will find Bay
Area Bike Rides an indispensable guide to
making the most of recreational cycling in the
Bay Area all year round.

2008-05-28 Skye Kraft The San Francisco Bay
Area is known for its natural diversity — its
forested areas, mountainous peaks, and coastal
environments make for an array of outdoor
experiences. Mountain bikers of all skill and
intensity levels will find many exciting paths to
take in this detailed and exhaustive guide.

2005-06 David Diller

2020 Johnathon Allen "What happens when one
man does whatever it takes to realize his
dreams and change the world. Ray's is the
official biography of Ray Petro, a one-of-a-kind

American maverick who overcame severe drug
and alcohol abuse to create the world's first
indoor mountain bike parks in Cleveland and
Milwaukee. A wild, fast-paced ride through a
journey of extreme addiction, recovery, and
mountain biking"--Back cover.

2019-08-01 Lonely Planet Get ready to explore
America's most thrilling gravel, road and trail
bike routes. This definitive companion for
cycling enthusiasts showcases 200 of North,
Central and South America's best and most
celebrated routes, from epic adventures off the
beaten path to shorter urban rides. Go
bikepacking in Baja, road riding in Colombia,
mountain biking in Canada and gravel riding in
Pennsylvania. Each ride is accompanied by
stunning photos and a map and toolkit of
practical details - where to start and finish, how
to get there, where to stay and more - to help
you plan the perfect trip. Suggestions for
similar rides around the world are also
included. Rides in Canada include: The Cabot
Trail (Nova Scotia) Whistler Bike Park (British
Columbia) The Whitehorse Trails (Yukon) Banff
to Whitefish (Alberta) Rides in the USA include:
Mountain Biking in Moab (Utah) Great
Allegheny Passage Colorado Beer Ride Glacier
National Park Loop (Montana) The Covered
Bridges of Vermont Rides in Central America &
Caribbean The Baja Divide (Mexico) Oaxaca to
Zipolite (Mexico) Cuba's Southern Rollercoaster
(Cuba) Rides in South America include: The
Trans Ecuador Mountain Bike Route (Ecuador)

Mendoza Wine Ride (Argentina) The Lagunas
Route (Bolivia) To the Tip of Patagonia
(Argentina) The Peru Divide About Lonely
Planet: Lonely Planet is a leading travel media
company and the world's number one travel
guidebook brand, providing both inspiring and
trustworthy information for every kind of
traveller since 1973. Over the past four
decades, we've printed over 145 million
guidebooks and grown a dedicated, passionate
global community of travellers. You'll also find
our content online, on mobile, video and in 14
languages, 12 international magazines,
armchair and lifestyle books, ebooks, and more.
Important Notice: The digital edition of this
book may not contain all of the images found in
the physical edition.

1996-04-04 Wendy Williams Cycling the open
road has its pleasures but it can also be
intimidating, especially for the novice or the
parent with young children. Fortunate, there's
another option for those cyclist who have
something a little more peaceful and
recreational in mind: the paved bike path. Free
of cars, red lights, and exhaust fumes,
recreational paths are popping up everywhere.
In The Best Bike Paths of New England, Wendy
Williams has done you the favor of finding them
in advance. Organized by state, The Best Bike
Paths of New England is the only
comprehensive listing of these community
treasures, describing forty-five paths and
detailing everything you'll need to know about
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each one: -- A map of each state showing you
where the path is -- A detailed description of
the path, including mileage -- General
background, including the history of the path
and any useful tourist information -- The level
of difficulty, type of scenery, and condition of
pavement -- Availability of food and bathrooms -
- Directions, including the most accessible
parking area Whether you want to coast
alongside the send dunes of Nantucket and
Martha's Vineyard, climb the White Mountains
of New Hampshire, or explore Maine's Acadia
National Park, there's a bike path waiting for
you. So fill your water baffle, pack a lunch,
pump up your tires, and prepare for a great
ride

2020-02-25 Ray Hosler 50 bike rides for every
kind of cyclist completely revised and updated!
This revised and updated edition of the classic
Bay Area Bike Rides Deck offers brand new
ways to explore the natural beauty and hidden
gems of the San Francisco Bay Area. The deck
includes 50 cards comprised of mountain, road,
and casual bike rides, with routes for every
kind of cyclist, from the less experienced to the
ambitious. • The deck contains 50 ride cards
plus one quad-fold intro card. • Each card
features a full-color map on the front and a
route description and detailed mileage log on
the back. • Cards are lightweight, durable,
portable, and sweat-resistant, and fit in a bike
jersey pocket. • Compared with the original
edition, this deck includes 20 new rides and

essential updates to existing routes. • A perfect
gift or self-purchase for casual or dedicated
bikers, whether they are Bay Area locals or
tourists Ray Hosler rides his bicycle as a way of
life—for commuting, grocery shopping, and
recreation. A former bicycle columnist for the
San Francisco Chronicle, he lives and cycles in
Silicon Valley.

2013-05-21 Steve Johnson Hidden in and
around Minneapolis and St. Paul are some
great roads, trails, and bike paths that are fun
to explore. Best Bike Rides Minneapolis and St.
Paul describes 40 great recreational rides in
the metro areas. With most rides between 5 and
30 miles—including road rides, rail trails, bike
paths, and mountain bike rides—it’s easy to find
an interesting place to ride. Each route
includes complete directions, a map, a text
description of the area you’ll be riding, the GPS
coordinates of the start/finish point, and color
photos of one the ride’s features. Also included
is information on local restaurants, lodging,
maps, bicycle shops, other facilities for cyclists,
and community resources. Features: • Detailed
maps and directions • Rides that explore the
city as well as the surrounding area. • A variety
of rides, from 5-mile trail rides to 60-mile
destination rides and everything in between •
In-depth information about each ride, including
length, terrain, traffic conditions, and road
hazards • Interesting facts about each area •
Options to create longer or shorter rides

2014-05-20 Mary Staub Best Bike Rides New
York City describes more than 40 of the
greatest recreational rides in New York City.
Road rides, rail trails, bike paths, and single-
track mountain bike rides all get included. Most
rides are in the 5 to 30 mile range, allowing for
great afternoon outings and family adventures.

2006 Rich Freeman 43 mapped trails to
explore, ranging from easy rail-trails to rugged
mountain biking trails. "Take Your Bike" offers
fun, safe bike riding on trails, without the
pollution or danger from cars. Trail surfaces
vary from paved, to hard-packed stone dust,
dirt, and mowed-grass. They also range from
flat, easy terrain to rugged hills for mountain
biking.- Ride the shores of several Finger
Lakes.- Enjoy easy riding on canal towpaths and
discover how canals shaped the history of this
region.- Ride tree-shaded rail-trails where
steam locomotives once hauled coal from
Pennsylvania to ports on Lake Ontario.- Take a
quick urban ride or head to pristine
countryside.- Discover waterfalls, sculptures
and historic relics.- Explore the remains of mills
and factories from the 1800s. Ride the Finger
Lakes Region with ease and confidence. Each
trail is GPS mapped for accuracy. Directions
and GPS coordinates are given for easily
locating trailhead parking. With this guidebook
you'll know the length of the ride, difficulty of
the terrain, variety of uses allowed, type of trail
surface, markings to look for, and even if your
dog is welcome to ride with you for each of the
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43 trails. This guide promises to reveal the
undiscovered beauty and unique history of the
Finger Lakes Region with many recently built
trails.Take Yoour Bike and Go for a Ride Today!

2014-04-08 Todd Roll Pedal Portland is the
ultimate guide for riding like a local. Portland is
beautiful, and the ever-expanding bike
infrastructure makes for safe and pleasant
riding. And it is a city full of bicyclists: 40
percent of residents bike recreationally and
nearly 10 percent commute daily on bike. No
wonder Bicycling magazine regularly names it
one of the top cities to bike in America! Pedal
Portland celebrates the city’s passion for
pedaling in an accessible, fun, and family-
friendly way with rides that explore the most
interesting parts of the city, from north to
northwest to northeast, southwest to southeast,
and the surrounding areas like Beaverton and
Vancouver. The rides are accessible to anyone
with a bike and range from eight to twelve
miles but can be shortened by taking advantage
of the city’s bike-friendly public transportation.
Each route features a scavenger hunt that
highlights the quirky and interesting sites along
the way and includes tips on where to eat,
drink, and stop to appreciate the view.

2019-04-24 C. Calvin Jones The BBB-4 Big Blue
Book of Bicycle Repair by Calvin Jones is
packed with easy-to-follow, step-by-step
procedures, color photos and repair tips for
keeping almost any road or off-road bike

running smoothly and trouble-free. Whether it's
repairing a flat tire, adjusting brakes and
shifting systems, truing wheels, or maintaining
hub, headset and bottom bracket bearing
systems, the BBB-4 has you covered.
Thoroughly researched and revised, the 4th
edition of the Big Blue Book contains updated
photos, torque specifications and
troubleshooting tables, along with new content
on wheel building, electronic shifting, 12-speed
and 1X drivetrains, tubeless tires, disc brakes,
headset and bottom bracket standards, and
more. Truly an indispensable tool and reference
source for both the novice and advanced
bicycle mechanic.

1997 Walter G. Zyznieuski Outdoor writer Tim
Renken of the St. Louis Post-Dispatch correctly
predicted that Illinois Hiking and Backpacking
Trails by Walter G. Zyznieuski and George S.
Zyznieuski would "become the definitive trail
guide for Illinois hikers". Now the brothers
Zyznieuski have teamed up again and, following
the same procedures that produced their
classic hiking guide, have produced the
definitive guide for the rapidly growing sport of
mountain biking. The Zyznieuskis tell you all
you need to know about mountain biking in
Illinois. They note that mountain bike trails
exist throughout the state, particularly in the
Chicago metropolitan area. The forty-eight
trails they explored for this book run from three
to seventy-eight miles long (the Hennepin Canal
State Trail) and range in difficulty from

extremely easy to challenging. Along with a
map and a complete description of each trail,
this illustrated book is packed with practical
information. The brothers discuss the various
surfaces: dirt, mowed grass, limestone
screenings, and old railroad beds. And they
advise riders as to what they need to take on
the trip, stressing safety necessities such as a
helmet. The appendixes discuss the Grand
Illinois Trail, provide information on where to
order maps, and list mountain bike clubs, trail
organizations, International Mountain Bicycle
Association rules of the trail, and Illinois bike
rules. As they did with Illinois Hiking and
Backpacking Trails, Walter and George have
explored every trail they mention in this
illustrated guide.

2003 Rich Freeman Over 300 miles of bicycle
adventures. Fun andsafe for the whole
family.This guidebook is packed with maps and
details for 42 bicycling trails in the Rochester,
NY region. Learn where to park, how long you'll
be riding, amenities to find along the way, and
the type and difficulty ofterrain to expect.The
trails range from easy, paved bike paths to
more ruggedmountain biking trails. Learn local
history and discover new places to ride even if
you've been a life-long resident.

2013-06-18 Martin Fernandez Best Bike Rides
Washington D.C. describes 40 of the greatest
recreational rides in the Washington D.C. area.
Road rides, rail trails, bike paths, and single-
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track mountain bike rides all get included. Most
rides are in the 5 to 30 mile range, allowing for
great afternoon outings and family adventures.

1993 Conrad J. Boisvert Explore the many off-
road biking areas of the San Francisco Bay
Area with this handy and complete guidebook.
Despite its large population, the Bay Area offers
a wealth of hidden trails for mountain bikers to
experience, all within easy distance from major
cities within the region. From Annadel State
Park in Santa Rosa in the north to Henry Coe
State Park in Gilroy in the south, from Wilder
Ranch along the coast to Morgan Territory,
buried remotely in the shadow of Mount Diablo,
the Bay Area has innumerable places to ride.
Ride on the spectacular ridges of Mt.
Tamalpais, the birthplace of the mountain bike.

2014 Bob Allen "An exciting era of bike park
development is underway. Today, bike parks
are getting built in attractive, easily accessed
locations, and municipalities are funding them
at the same level as other types of recreational
facilities. Modern bike parks are designed to
appeal to every skill level, with enough variety
to keep riders coming back for years. Well-
considered plans for maintenance and regular
improvements ensure that these parks will be
attractive and fun to ride for the long term.
IMBA has encountered a growing demand for
information about how to plan, build and
maintain successful bike parks, along with flow
trails and other purpose-built bicycling

facilities. This book examines all phases of
planning, designing, building, and operating
these facilities, with real-world success stories
and multiple essays provided by leaders in the
field. This resource offers 178 information-
packed pages. It includes essays from more
than two dozen expert contributors, and is
loaded with 116 full-color photos, plus real-
world bike park schematics, graphs, charts, and
much more. It's an essential resource for
anyone planning a bike park project. It also
makes a great coffe table book for park- and
gravity-oriented riding enthusiasts. Topics
include: Inspiring a community-based vision ;
Fundraising strategies and partnerships ; Risk
management and liability ; Design principles
and concept documents ; Contracting and
construction advice ; Maintenance and
operations"--From imba.com.

1987 United States. National Park Service

2021-04-13 Jared Hargrave Park City, Utah, is
the world’s first International Mountain Biking
Association (IMBA) gold-level ride center.
Already famous for its ski resort, the city
features over 400 miles of singletrack. Its
mountain-bike friendly infrastructure includes
two lift-serviced, downhill mountain bike parks
(Deer Valley and Park City Resort); a free, bike-
friendly shuttle system; and numerous outdoor
shops that rent and sell gear. But it’s the
singletrack network around Park City that is
the real attraction--epic ascents and descents,

long traverses, technical sections, man-made
features, steep climbs, gentle grades, flowing
downhills, and stunning views. There’s a ride
here for every ability! Each route includes: Trail
type, distance, elevation gain/loss, high point
Estimated ride time, technical difficulty,
aerobic intensity Route overview, detailed
mileage log, options to shorten or extend when
available Photo, map, trailhead GPS
coordinates It’s the perfect time for a detailed
guidebook to Park City trails for mountain
biking locals and tourists alike.

1992 Conrad J. Boisvert The San Francisco East
Bay Area offers recreational and competitive
cyclists many choices of rides with wide
varieties of scenery and terrain, ranging from
the Carquinez Strait in the north to Fremont in
the south and as far as Brentwood and
Livermore in the east, and, west to San
Francisco Bay. Carefully planned rides
incorporate detailed route instructions,
accurate maps and predictable elevation
profiles, as well as interesting historical facts
and special points of interest for each area.Ride
along the spectacular Carquinez Scenic Drive.
Explore the San Francisco Bay wetlands in
Coyote Hills Regional Park.7 Experience the
extreme remoteness of Mines Road in
Livermore or Morgan Territory Road on the
eastern slope of Mount Diablo.Ride the
undeveloped trails in the superbly managed
East Bay Regional Parks. Challenge yourself on
the hills in Mount Diablo State Park.
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Experience the eerie feeling of riding through
the windmills of Altamont Pass in
Livermore.Climb along the many roads through
the scenic Berkeley Hills. East Bay Bike Trails
outlines 27 separate rides and 6 additional ride
variations, ranging in length from 9 to 52 miles.
Included in these are 8 mountain bike rides in
East Bay Regional Parks and Mount Diablo
State Park. Difficulty levels range from easy,
flat rides over short distances, to long rides
with climbs of 2,000 feet or more. Get out your
bike, put on your helmet, and enjoy the many
experiences awaiting you in the San Francisco
East Bay

2019-05-22 Dan Roitner The weekend is here,
the sun is out...where to go? Plan your next
bicycle adventure with this handy guide! • 2019
Edition (2021 update of maps & parking
locations ) • 65 Trail Reviews, 152 Full-colour
pages • Top 45 Park Paths + 20 Rail Trails • 66
New Trail Maps and Elevation Charts • Trail
reviews list - Length, Elevation, Terrain, Skill,
Traffic, Maps, Facilities, Highlights, Phone #,
Websites, Similar Trails, Local Clubs, Access &
Parking Locations Discover new cycling
destinations in Southern Ontario, Canada.
Included are city Park and rural forest paths,
plus Rail Trails. Most routes are flat, easy
terrain, for safe, car-free cycling that all ages
can enjoy. After many years of riding and
scouting trails, Dan Roitner has compiled
extensive information, useful maps and photos
for this guide. Start planning your next great

ride today!

2019-09 Rick Sharp This book is Rick Sharp's
personal account of the creation of the
Burlington Bicycle Path and Waterfront Park.
And it is also the story of how the bike path was
then extended across the Winooski River and
out to the Causeway to create the Island Line
Trail in the late 1990s and early 2000s. Rick
was instrumental in the creation of the
Burlington Bike Path and Waterfront Park in
the early 1980s. In response to a proposal to
build two 18-story luxury condominium towers
on the waterfront downtown in 1980, Rick
joined future Governor Howard Dean and UVM
Environmental Studies professor, Tom
Hudspeth, to form the Citizens Waterfront
Group to advocate for the creation of a bike
path on the waterfront instead. This group
popularized the concept of the bike path by
capturing 75% support from city voters on an
advisory ballot item in 1981. In 1984 the Group
got a $750,000 bond approved by two-thirds of
City voters to fund construction. The path was
completed from Oakledge Park in the south to
the mouth of the Winooski River in the north in
1989. It is now the #1 rated Attraction for
Burlington on Trip Advisor.

1996-04-04 Wendy Williams Cycling the open
road has its pleasures but it can also be
intimidating, especially for the novice or the
parent with young children. Fortunately, there's
another option for those cyclists who have

something a little more peaceful and
recreational in mind: the paved bike path. Free
of cars, red lights, and exhaust fumes,
recreational paths are popping up everywhere.
In The Best Bike Paths of the Southwest,
Wendy Williams has done you the favor of
finding them in advance.Organized by state,
The Best Bike Paths of the Southwest is the
only comprehensive listing of these community
treasures, describing fifty-six paths and
detailing everything you'll need to know about
each one: -- A map of each state, showing you
where the path is -- A detailed description of
the path, including mileage -- General
background, including the history of the path
and any useful tourist information -- The level
of difficulty, type of scenery, and condition of
pavement -- Availability of food and bathrooms -
- Directions, including the most accessible
parking area Whether you want to explore San
Francisco's East Bay, discover Arizona's
breathtaking Sabino Canyon, or cruise along
Nevada's Truckee River, there's a bike path
waiting for you. So fill your water bottle, pack a
lunch, pump up your tires, and prepare for a
great ride

2021-06-01 Martin Fernandez Washington DC
has an abundance of bike paths, roads, parks,
and trails that provide a wonderful cycling
experience for the entire family. Best Easy Bike
Rides Washington DC includes concise
descriptions and detailed maps for twenty easy-
to-follow rides. Look inside for: One-hour rides
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to half-day adventures Rides for everyone,
including families Mile-by-mile directions and
clear trail maps Trail Finder for best rides for
foliage, waterfalls, and great views GPS
coordinates

2017-10-30 Chris McAuliffe In the late 19th and
early 20th century, Chicago was the center of
bicycle manufacturing in the United States. As
an early industrial and transportation center,
two-thirds of all bicycles manufactured in the
United States were from Chicago--it was the
Detroit of bike manufacturing. For decades,
Chicago was also a center for cycling track and
road racing. Six-day races drew capacity
crowds at the Chicago Stadium, Chicago
Coliseum, and International Amphitheatre.
Road and track competitions were also held at
Sherman Park, the Humboldt Park Velodrome,
and on Chicago's famed Magnificent Mile.
Today, Chicago is a hub for recreational
cyclists. Hundreds of miles of bike lanes, rail to
trails, and bike paths, such as the Illinois
Prairie Path, the Bloomingdale Trail, Lakefront
Path, and the Big Marsh, provide cyclists with

numerous recreational and commuting options
in a crowded urban environment. Chicago was
awarded Bicycling Magazine's Best Bike City of
2016.

2007-07 Kara McMahon Dora is going on an
adventure on her bike--she's riding all the way
to Bike Park. This novelty board book includes
a real bike bell that readers can ring. Full color.
1988 United States. National Park Service

2021-04-01 Robert Hurst Hidden in and around
Denver are some great roads, trails, and bike
paths that are fun to explore. Best Easy Bike
Rides Denver describes 18 great rides in the
metro area. With most rides between 5 and 30
miles—including road rides, rail trails, bike
paths, and mountain bike rides—it’s easy to find
an interesting place to ride. Each route
includes complete directions, a map, a text
description of the area you’ll be riding, and GPS
coordinates of the start/finish point. Look inside
to find: • Detailed maps and directions • Rides
for everyone, including families • In-depth
information about each ride, including length,
terrain, traffic conditions, and road hazards •

Interesting facts about each area

2013-07-02 Robert Hurst Written for cyclists of
all stripes, Best Bike Rides books offer a diverse
array of scenic tours in and around some of
America’s largest urban destinations. Road
rides, rail trails, bike paths, and single-track
mountain bike rides all get included. Most rides
are in the 5 to 30 mile range, allowing for great
afternoon outings and family adventures. Each
book features 35-40 rides with color photos,
maps, point-by-point miles and directions, and
GPS coordinates of starting and finishing
points.

2014-10-02 Johnathon Allen The story of what
happens when one man does whatever it takes
to realize his dreams and change the world.
Ray's is the official biography of Ray Petro, a
one-of-a-kind American maverick who overcame
severe drug and alcohol abuse to create the
world's first indoor mountain bike parks in
Cleveland and Milwaukee. A wild, funny, fast-
paced ride through a journey of extreme
addiction, recovery, and mountain biking.
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